MoneyRebel is a community of professional users with a place where:

- Distribution:
  - 0.05 Euro (≈$0.062)
- Creation:
  - Token base price:
  - Crowdsale start:
    - May 8th, 2018. at aprox. 15:00 CEST (13:00 UTC).
  - MoneyRebel hard cap:
    - 24 million EUR (≈$29.76 mio)

MoneyRebel addresses a pair of serious issues:

-• Fiat money.
-• 800% scale their assets.

MoneyRebel has an outstanding advantage over everyone else:

-• AI powered assistance
-• Entrance to crypto

MoneyRebel values first problems in Crypto:

-• It's hard to know who those advisors are.
-• The safety of assets.
-• They may spend hours answering for valuable consulting time.
-• Crypto-skilled advisors are often not being properly paid.
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